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The time has come for school 
libraries to welcome an ever- 
widening variety of learning 
practices and activities. This can 
be accomplished through the 
provision of real and virtual 
spaces that encourage and 
facilitate expanded engagement.

The challenge is discovering how to reconfigure our current 
spaces both inside and beyond a school and a school library’s 
walls to reflect this new reality. Access to the technology that 
makes it possible, obviously, is critical. 



Our online library spaces must be 
dynamic, usable learning spaces.
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The library has to be somewhere and everywhere.

We need to be better when users are in the 
virtual library space than when they cross 
the threshold of our physical library space.

Joseph Janes
Dean, The Information School

University of Washington

OCULA Spotlight Speaker, Super Conference 2008

A Vibrant Online Presence is Essential for All Libraries



Design components of 21st century 
learning spaces need to consider 
collaboration, comfort and community. 
Wherever possible, learning spaces 
should be colourful, inviting and playful. 
Learning is fluid and participatory… as a 
result, space should not place limits on 
learning. Instead, space should 
encourage collegiality and intellectual 
development.



A Common Sense Approach to Web

Usability
How we really use the 

web:

SCANNING

READ

SCAN

How to use this site

MUDDLING 
THROUGH

I’m not sure how
I got here, but I 
like what I found!

SATISFICING

“Principle of Least Effort”

Fast Food Approach 
to Information-Seeking

Perplexed Librarian

“Our information is 
healthier and 

tastes better too!”



Usability

Design Usefulness

Content

The ideal website is both USABLE and USEFUL



It’s not rocket surgery™
Usability

Complexities of Achieving Usefulness

After all, usability really just means making sure that something 
works well: that a person of average (or even below average) 
ability and experience can use the thing – whether it’s a Web 
site, a fighter jet, or a revolving door – for its intended purpose 
without getting hopelessly frustrated. (Krug, 2006)

• I  nformation Interaction
• Defining Information
• Information Retrieval
• Language Representation
• The People Problem
• Human Information Interaction

• Findability (Morville, 2005)



1. Make it self-evident:
• Make intent of all pages obvious
• Use plain English, not jargon
• If it’s not obvious, make it self-explanatory

2. Avoid visual noise:
• Lack of visual focus - competing visual elements
• Incongruence of colors
• Lack of white space

3. Omit needless words:
• Be concise
• Avoid  “happy talk”
• It shouldn’t need instructions: No “how to use this website”

4. Make navigation obvious:
• Provide street signs
• Provide breadcrumbs

Heuristic Evaluation Based on Krug’s Law
Don’t make me think.



Heuristic Evaluation Based on Krug’s Law

5. Don’t deplete the reservoir of goodwill:

• Things that diminish goodwill:
• Punishing me for not doing things your way
• Asking me for information you don’t really need
• Shucking and jiving me
• Putting sizzle in my way
• Your site looks amateurish

• Things that increase goodwill:
• Know the main things that people want to do on your site and make

them obvious and easy
• Tell me what I want to know
• Save me steps wherever you can
• Put effort into it
• Know what questions I’m likely to have, and answer them
• Provide me with creature comforts like printer-friendly pages
• Make it easy to recover from errors
• When in doubt, apologize

Don’t make me think.



Good signage
in the physical
library space

Physical Library Space
Open
Flexible
Inviting
Organized



Resource-rich & organized to support…

Physical

Library

Space



CC Licensed photo by Ann Arbor District Library: http://www.flickr.com/photos/aadl/3404945718/
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the messy business of learning 
that takes place within its walls.



Virtual Library Space

Resource-rich and organized to support …



Facebook  Groups

…the messy business of learning that takes place in 
collaborative online spaces AND everywhere else.

Book Blogs

Research Project 
Wikis

Knowledge-Building Centres

Twitter 
Backchannel          
Discussions

Online 
Presentations

Collaborative 
Writing with 
Google Docs

AND in the physical learning commons.



The WRDSB Library Learning Commons Story



Opportunity Strikes!

…and the WRDSB Virtual Library is born (January 2008).



The Problem Remained: Secondary Libraries

Sixteen teacher-librarians working in isolation 
at sixteen schools

Duplication 

Need to be able to collaborate

Varying levels of comfort, time and ability to
support library web presence

Want common research guide, based on
resources developed over past few years



High School D

Library

Minimal Content
???



Working independently and collaborating to create great material.

How could we scale this up effectively and share broadly?



The Problem Remained: Elementary Libraries

Five teacher-librarians working centrally,
supporting 102 schools

Still have mandate to support instructional
role of libraries and support teachers

Need common resources 

Need to be able to collaborate

Varying levels of comfort, time and ability to
support library web presence



The Problem: Need One Place to Look

Instructional Resources

Procedures & Policy

Library Catalogue 

Virtual Library

Central Libraries / Professional Resources

Promotion & Marketing



"A SHARED VISION is not an idea...it is rather a force in 

people's hearts… a force of impressive power. 

It may be inspired by an idea, 

but once it goes further - if it is compelling enough to 

acquire the support of more than one person 

- then it is no longer an abstraction. 

People begin to see it as if it exists.

Shared visions derive their power from common caring. 

Shared vision is vital for the learning 

organization because it provides the focus

and energy for learning.“ Peter Senge 

Johnson, Doug. The Indispensable Librarian: Surviving (and Thriving) in School Media Centers. 
Linworth Publishing Inc., Worthington, Ohio.1997.
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Reading 
Engagement

Webpages



Resource List 
Downloads



Video 
Book Trailers



Library 
Programs



Cross-School
Blog



Inquiry &
Research

Web Content 
& Downloads



Exemplars



Video 
Tutorials



Tip Sheets 
to Download



Tools, Tools,
Tools



Tools, Tools,
Tools



Library 
Orientation



Orientation 
Videos



Teacher 
Resources

Library’s Added Value

Strategic Connections



Web Content 
& Downloads



Video 
Book Trailers



Virtual Library 
Re-Invented



Can we actually build
an online library

learning commons?

Who will do the work?
How will we keep it going?

Will our teacher-librarians
embrace the project and
understand its strategic

importance?

Do we have the resources?
Will our own department 

support us?

Will what we ultimately create
be usable and useful 
and inspire learning?

Will our stakeholders support us?
Will they see the benefit?

Can we meet their needs and 
exceed their expectations?

Mission Critical



Elementary Library Staffing Grant

ITS Department Reorganization

New Leadership

Better Support

Renewed Vision

Together For Learning



Influencing the Agenda

Futures Forum  & PLP

Wireless in Schools

http://www.flickr.com/photos/kevhickey/

Web 2.0 for Learning

Library Learning Commons



Wordpress MU
Technology



Collaboration

Secondary Teacher-Librarians

Elementary Teacher-Librarians

Library Consultant



Character 
EducationLearning Services 

& School Success

Special Education 
SERT Networking 

ESL Teachers

Equity & Inclusion 
Aboriginal 

Strategic Partnerships



High School D

Library
hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

hyperlink

Existing Rich Content: 
Local Needs

Common Resources
Common Needs
Common Message

Minimal Local Content

Secondary Schools
& the

Library Learning Commons
Earlier Vision…



Common to all secondary library websites.



Common to all elementary school websites



Elementary: Renewed Instructional Focus



Secondary: Increased Collaboration & Sense of Purpose



Reaching Out to the World Via Twitter @wrdsblibraries

Widget Fed into LLC Homepage



Our Catalogue Interface

Your Catalogue Interface



Most pressing ongoing challenges?

Search Interfaces Central Resources

Challenges mostly 
organizational, 
not technical.



Most exciting possibilities?



Ongoing Key Success Factors:

Innovation

Professional 
Learning

Strategic Relevance 
& System Support

Evidence-Based 
Practice 



So what’s happening in Ontario? 
(My unscientific but extensive informal survey)

Several “pockets of excellence”, but,

Many school libraries have no visible web presence

Problem is far more acute in elementary schools

Websites often have minimal content

Lack of attention to design factors



So what’s happening in Ontario? 
(My unscientific but extensive informal survey)

Several “pockets of excellence”, but,

Websites (library or school) most frequently have no
visible links to online database resources / catalogues 
central sites

Central sites only exist in a few instances

Authentication barriers are a serious concern

Minimal awareness in school library sector of current 
research and developments in search interfaces



The time has come for school 
libraries to welcome an ever- 
widening variety of learning 
practices and activities. This can 
be accomplished through the 
provision of real and virtual 
spaces that encourage and 
facilitate expanded engagement.

The challenge is discovering how to reconfigure our current 
spaces both inside and beyond a school and a school library’s 
walls to reflect this new reality. Access to the technology that 
makes it possible, obviously, is critical. 



The library has to be somewhere and everywhere.

We need to be better when users are in the 
virtual library space than when they cross 
the threshold of our physical library space.

Joseph Janes
Dean, The Information School

University of Washington

OCULA Spotlight Speaker, Super Conference 2008

A Vibrant Online Presence is Essential for All Libraries



Where there’s a will there’s a way. 

Collaborate! Building content together is always better 
than going it alone 

Optimize central support

Build in opportunities for school-specific content

Integrate, integrate, integrate!

Collaborative, user-friendly, SUPPORTED software

More than links, more than tools: website should
scaffold learning

School board virtual library design success factors:



We’re not in this alone. 



Where there’s a will there’s a way. 

Supported access to internal or external online
collaborative tools (i.e., student email, website CMS,
blog servers, Google for Schools, etc.) 

Access to full range of Web 2.0 tools

Optimize network for access while maintaining security

Ubiquitous, enterprise-level wireless access

Philosophical shift about the online world 

System Success Factors for 21st Century Learning:



From this approach…



…to this approach.



Collaborate, collaborate, collaborate

Work together across schools and within schools

Optimize central board support & resources

Advocate for collaboration across the province

Market, market, market 
Making meaningful connections 
Strategic alignment

Our Strategic Imperative

Is Steve Jobs a Role Model for Librarians?

David F. Kohl (2010). Journal of Academic Librarianship 36(3).
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